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ABSTRACT 

Recent experimental and numerical studies of convective heat-transfer in buildings are 
described, and important results are presented. The experimental work has been performed on 
small-scale water-filled enclosures; the numerical analysis results have been produced by a com
puter program based on a finite-difference scheme. The convective processes investigated in 
this research are (1) natural convective heat-transfer between room surfaces and the adjacent 
air, (2) natural convective heat-transfer between adjacent rooms through a doorway or other 
openfogs, and (3) forced convection between the building and its external environment (such as 
wind-driven ventilation through windows, doors, or other openings). 

Results obtained at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) for surface convection coefficients 
are compared with existing ASHRAE correlations, and differences of as much as 50% are observed. 
It is shown that such differences can have a significant impact on the accuracy of building 
energy analysis computer simulations. Interzone coupling correlations obtained fr001 experimen
tal work reported in this paper are in reasonable agreement with recently published experimental 
results and with earlier published work. Numerical simulations of wind-driven natural ventila
tion are presented. They exhibit good qualitative agreement with published wind-tunnel data. 
Finally, future research needs are suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 

As energy costs have escalated, there has been an increasing awareness of the impact that build
ing design decisions can have on energy consumption in the resulting structure. In addition to 
energy issues, the designer must also take into account aesthetic, economic, and functional 
requirements of the building. The most effective design solution depends on proper weighting of 
all relevant factors. In order for energy to have an appropriate weight in the decisions, ade
quate accuracy in energy calculations must be provided. 

The tools that provide predictive and/or evaluative capabilities for building energy con
sumption may differ in complexity and form, but they must account for the three heat-transfer 
processes (radiation, conduction, and convection) that take place within the building and 
between the building and the environment. While radiation and conduction in the temperature 
range applicable to buildings are well understood and amenable to analysis, convective heat
transfer processes are typically dealt with in a crude and imprecise way. A sound understanding 
of the influence of convective heat-transfer processes on the thermal performance of buildings 
is necessary to enable the designer and/or analyst to (1) predict the influence of design deci
sions on the energy consumption of a building and/or (2) interpret the performance of the build
ing in order to obtain a basis for design decis.ions in future projects. 

Fred Bauman, Ashok Gadgil, and Ronald Kammerud with Emmanuel Altmayer, Passive Research and 
Development Group, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA, and 
Mark Nansteel, currently Assistant Professor, University of Pen·nsylvania, Department of Mechan
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DISCUSSION 

H. Perez-Blanco, Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., Oak Ridge, TN: Could you please comment on how you 
arrived at the maximum and expected seasonal performance factors? 

R. Radermacher: The seasonal performance factor (SPF) was calculated using a temperature bin 
method. The number of hours each temperature bin occurs per season was determined for two 
generalized climates, a so-called northern climate ·(averaged over ten northern cities in the 
U.S.) and a southern climate (averaged over six southern cities in the U.S.). It is further 
assumed that the capacity of the absorption chiller matches the building cooling load at the 
standard rating point (95°F outdoor temperature, ss°F cooling water return temperature). Then 
the building cooling load is calculated for each temperature bin and the CLF and the PLF are 
determined: to calculate the actual expected SPF, values for PLF are taken from Fig. 3. To 
calculate the maximum SPF, it is assumed that no degradation occurs due to part-load operation. 
Therefore, the PLF is set 1. Then the amount of cooling supplied and the amount of energy 
consumed druing each temperature bin are determined and weighted with the numbers of hours each 
temperature bin occurs. The ratio of the capacity delivered during the entire season and the 
energy consumed is the SPF. 
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The purpose of this paper is to report and summarize recent experimental and numerical 
results on convection in buildings. Experimental data are used to derive correlations for sur
faciCheat=transfer coefficients-and interzone convective coupling. The importanca_of .accurate 
mo~eling of ~on~ection in the co~puter simulations of building ener~y.consumption is illustrated 
using the bu1l ding energy analysis computer program, BLAST. In add1t1on, future research needs 
will be suggested. · --- -· -- -- - -

BACKGROUND 

The understanding of convective heat-transfer processes is necessary in energy analysis in order 
to describe (1) the coupling between building surfaces and the adjacent air, (2) heat-transfer 
within and between rooms due to natural and/or forced air exchange, and (3) heat-transfer 
to/fran the environment due to infiltration and natural or forced ventilation. 

Heat transfer between the surfaces of a building ard
2
the adjacent air is normally modeled 

using the convection coefficients documented by ASHRAE. • These coefficients are largely based 
on experimental research conducted 49 ~o 50 years ago using vertical, free-standing flat-plate 
geometries not typical of buildings. - The experiments did not measure convective heat-transfer 
in enclosures; as a result, the applicability of the reported convection coefficients to build
ing heat-transfer calculations is only approximate. While these pioneering experiments appear· 
to have been carefully conducted, the temperature degendence of the reported data (e.g., Ref. 7) 
disagrees with more recent experimental results. Furthennore, though three types of natural 
convective heat-transfer coefficients are recommended by ASHRAE--constant values and values 
depending on the temperature difference between the surface and the adjacent air for 1 ami nar and 
turbulent conditions separately--the constant values are not consistent with the temperature
dependent values. 

The extensive research in natural convection heat-transfer during the last ~o 1 oYears has 
dealt primarily with enclosure geometries that do not typify roans in buildings. • Recent11 
there hal2been rer3wed intr4est in convective hrgt-transfer processes in buildings. ~gchberg; t 
Nielsen; 1 ~omia; Weber; LebfM" and Marret; Laret, Lebrun, Marret, y~d Nusgens; Markatos 
and Mal inio Anderson and Bejan; G2Iman, Nielsen, Restivo and Whitelaw; Gadgil, Bauman, and 
Kanunerud; and Nansteel arn;I Greif have recently reported investigations on convective heat
transfer within and between thermal zones in configurations similar to buildings. Though much 
of the recent convection research does not focus on the evaluation of convect ion coefficients or 
zone coupling directly, the research methodology and analytical tools are sufficiently well 
developed to reconsider the past estimates of the importance of convective heat-transfer 
processes in buildings. 

CONVECTION COEFFICIENTS 

Surface-to-air convection coefficients (hs ) are used to determine the rate of heat-transfer 
between a surface and the adjacent air 8ue to natural and/or forced convection. The value of 
the coefficient depends primarily on the enclosure geometry, the location and orientation of the 
surface, the temperature difference between the surface and the air (ATsa)• and the velocity of 
the air near the surface. The instantaneous rate of .convective heat-transfer (Q) between a sur-
face and the adjacent air is given by: · 

( 1 ) 

where 
f· 

A represents the area of the surface in contact with the surrounding air. 

Recent relevant experimental and analytic r~search results are summarized and interpreted below. 

* BLAST (Building Loads Analysis and System Thennodynamics) is trademarked by the Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory,. U.S. Department of the Army, Champaign, IL. 
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~ xperimental Results 

!~e experimental ·work reported by Nansteel and Greif21 and Bauman, Gadgil, Kammerud, and 
Greif investigates natural convective heat-transfer in a small-scale rectangular enclosure 
conta.i nin.g __ water. _Fj g • __ l_~ho~s _a. cross-sectional schE!llat ic diagram of the experimental confi
guration. One vertical wall is heated to a cohstant temperature, Th, and the opposite vert·ical 
wall is cooled to a constant temperature, Tc. The horizontal surfaces (floor and ceiling) are 
well insulated. Variations in density drive the enclosed fluid up the heated wall, along the 
top horizontal surface, down the cooled wall, and along the bottom horizontal surface, complet
ing the convective loop. Both flow visualization experiments and analysis demonstrate that the 
convective motion of the fluid is mostly confined to a thin region along all four internal sur
faces, producing a rather large and fairly inactive central core region. 

The purpose of the experiments was to measure the heat-transfer rate between the hot and 
cold walls. The experimental data allowed the detennination of the average natural convective 
heat-transfer coefficients on the vertical surfaces. In order to obtain two-dimensional flow 
conditions, the enclosure was designed to be much broader than its other two dimensions (83.8 en 
>> 30.5 cm); thereby, the end-walls of the enclosure had negligible effect on the flow condi
tions. 

The experimental configuration is appropriate for studying convection in buildings for a 
number of reasons. The geometric aspect ratio (A = H/l = 15.2 cm/30.5 cm= 0.5) is representa
tive of typical room geometries. The use of wa~er as the working fluid allows flow conditions 
that are found in full-scale bu)ldings (RaH>lO ) to be modeled in a small-scale apparatus. The 
opacity of water to thennal radiation allows for the measurement of the purely convective com
ponent of the heat-transfer across the enclosure and fran this standpoint is ideally suited for 
the study of convection processes. 

The heat-transfer data obtained from two separate experiments are presented in Fig. 2. 
These experiments are described in detail in Refs. 21 and 22. All data points have been 
adjusted to represent the natural convection of air (Pr= 0.7) using a correlation developed at 
LBL.* The data are presented in tenns of the dimensionless parameters, Nusselt number (NuH) vs. 
Rayleigh number (RaH). The Nusselt number (see nomenclature for exact definition), which is a 
measure of the strength of the convective heat-transfer at the wall, can be reduced to the 
dimensional fonn of a surface-to-air convection coefficient (h$a)· This has been done in Fig. 2 
for the realistic situation of air at room temperature (21°C, Lt0°F]) in a full -scale room (H = 
2.7 m [9 ft]) . The Rayleigh number (see nomenclature) represents the relative strength of buoy
ancy and viscous forces and is reduced to the characteristic surface-to-air temperature differ
ence (6T5a)· Also shown in the figure is the best overall correlation for the Nansteel data. 
It is notea that the Nusselt numbers reported in the earlier experiments of Bauman et al . are 
lower, because heat losses from the horizontal surface of the apparatus were significantly 
larger (6-18% for Ref. 22 as opposed to 0.5-5% for Ref. 21), and the convective heat transfer 
across the enclosure was correspondingly reduced. 

For the range of conditions of interest (6Tsa greater than 0.56°C [l.0°F]), the natural 
convective heat-transfer from vertical sur~aces in full-scale

2
buildings corresponds to convec

tion coefficients greater than about 1.5 W/m °C (0.26 Btu/hr ft °F) as seen in Fig. 2. It is 
well known that transition from laminar to turbulent

9
natural convection along an isolated verti

cal surface begins at Rayleigh number values near 10 (Ref 25). However, due to the retarding 
frictional effect of the horizontal surfaces of the enclosure, transition to turbulence in an 
enclosure may be delayed unti1 higher Rayleigh numbers are reached. In fact, f1 ow visualization 
in the water- filled enclosu9e demonstrated that the flow was laminar even at the highest Ray
leigh numbers (Ra1:1=6.75x10) readied in the experiment. With air (Pr = -0.7), turbulence may 
be reached at a slightly lower Ra than for water. The heat-transfer data for water from Ref. 21 
was used to obtain a correlation for air in the general form 

*The approximate correlation was developed by performing numerical simulations and by analyzing 
all available experimental and analytical results for natural convection of any fluid in an en
closure of aspect ratio equal to 0.5. A general predictive correlation of the same form as 
Ref. 23 was fit to these results. The Nusselt number for air was predicted to be about 5% less 
than the Nusselt number measured wi th water. See the appendix of Ref. 24 for details of this 
carrel ation. 
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h = 2 03 (AT /H)0· 22 
sa • sa (2)* 

where 

hsa is the surface-to-air:. h.e_~_t-transfer coefficient {_WLm~°C) , __ 6Tsa- = __ (Th- ____ J .Jl--2_ i_s_ _the 
average-surface-to-average-air temperature difference (°C), and His the height of fhe enclosure 
(m). 

In Tab. !, Eq. 2 is compared with the three calculations for natural convective heat
transfer coefficients documented by ASHRAE.# Tab. l also lists the magnitudes of natural convec
tive heat-transfer from a wann wall at 23.9°C (75°F) to air 21.1°C (70°F) in the hypothetical 
enclosure shown in the accompanying figure. The predictions of building energy consumption, 
using the different correlations from Tab. 1, will obviously be mutually inconsistent. The 
ASHRAE heat-transfer correlations vary among themselves by more than a factor of two. The more 
recent correlation compares favorably with the ASHRAE expression for turbulent flow. However, 
due to the experimentally observed persistence of laminar flow in an enclosure even at these 
large Rayleigh numbers, the LBL correlation should be compared with the ASHRAE expression for 
laminar flow. In this example, the ASHRAE temperature-dependent correlation underpredicts 
natural convective heat-transfer coefficients by 30%. More seriously, the constant coefficients 
most often used in building energy analyses overpredict natural convection heat-transfer coeffi-

- cients by 50%. 

Analytic Results 

Computer programs that solve tbe full Navier-Stokes equations of motion for fluids in 
enclosures have been developed. 17 •19 •26 These programs are based on the finite-difference 
method, which divides the volume of interest into a large number of subvolumes; the time is also 
divided into discrete time-steps. The time-dependent differential equations are then integrated 
over the finite number of subvolumes and over each time-step to obtain a large number of simul
taneous algebraic equations, which are solved by matrix inversion, for a large number of succes
sive time-steps until steady-state flow fields are obtained. The program methodology is 
described in detail in Ref. 26. 

The program developed at LBL is suitable for modeling ~gth natural and forced convection in 
two and three dimensions, for internal and external flows. In addition, the program can model 
any combination of obstacles (internal · partitions, furniture, building exteriors), heat sources 
and sinks (space heating and cooling), and velocity sources and sinks (fans, windows). The pro
gram can, in principle, simulate both laminar and turbulent flow. The laminar flow calculations 
have ~2e2 7 ~grified by comparison to data from detailed experiments performed at LBL and else
where. • • The turbulence modeling capability has recently been added and is presently 
undergoing testing. This capability is particularly appropriate for the study of wind- and fan
driven ventilation and other forced convection phenomena. 

In order to use this program, it is necessary to specify the geometric configuration, ther
mal and velocity boundary conditions, and the fluid properties. For example, to obtain the 
solution of natural convection of air driven by different wall temperatures in a room, one must 
specify the room geometry, the temperatures of all room surfaces, zero air velocities at all 
room surfaces, and the thermophysical properties of air. The computer simulation predicts the 
velocities and temperature throughout the volume of interest, allowing the calculation of the 
heat-transfer coefficients as a function of position on all the surfaces of the room. 

*In order to be strictly correct, Eq. 2 would include an additional factor of (l/H)0.12• For 
simplicity, this factor has been absorbed into the constant in Eq. 2 with H = 2.74m. This in
troduces a small error {less than 5%) when Eq. 2 is applied to enclosure heights in the range 
of 2-4 meters. 

f· 
*The ASHRAE constant convection coefficient for a vertical surface is derived fran Tab. 1, page 
23.12, ASHRAE Handbook--1981 Fundamentals Volume, by .. subtracting out the radiative component of 
the total surface heat-transfer coefficient: This method has been documented in Ref 2 and the 
constant values are commonly used in well-known building energy analysis programs (BLAST, DOE-
2). Surprisingly, these constant values are based on a 5.6°C {l0°F) surface-to-air temperature 
difference, which is not typical for real buildings. The ASHRAE temperature-dependent convec
tion coefficients for laminar and turbulent flow are taken from Tab. 5, page 2.12, 1981 Funda
mentals. 
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In a preliminary study, it was shown that convection coefficients at the surfaces of an 
enclosure are actually quite sensitive 2g the temperature distributions on the surfaces (even 
for the same average surface temperature). While the extent to which this variation in con
vection coefficients might influence the calculation of thennal loads in a building is unknown, 
one can speculate that the effect might be appreciable. Typically, ·the convective gains/losses 

_by _ a surface in a building are roughly equal in _magn.itude to radia~ive transfers. Since the 
convection coefficient on the interior surface of glass contributes significalitTY (more- tfiari soi-
for a single-pane window with an exterior wind of 5 mph) to the total thennal resistance of the 
window, appreciable uncertainty in the convection coefflcient-wfl1 - be reflected strongly in the 
calculated conductive heat-transfer through the window. Similarly, the convection coefficients 
can be important in determining the effectiveness of the heat gain and loss mechanisms from 
thennal mass in a building. 

In order to further investigate the effect of dynamic variations of convection coefficients 
in buildings and account for both the

2
5onvective and radiative exchanges, a study was perfonned 

using BLAST and the convection program in an iterative process. The purpose of the study was 
to determine the effects of using correct convection coefficients on the calculated thennal load 
of a direct solar gain building. The computer program BLAST was chosen for this study because 
it performs a full thermal balance on all surfaces of the zone under study and the zone air. 
The surface thermal balance accounts for thermal radiation between zone surfaces, convection 
between zone air and each surface, conduction through each surface, and radiative gains from 
occupants, lights, equipment, and transmitted solar energy. The thermal balance on the air 
accounts for convective gains from surfaces, occupants, lights, and equipment and for controlled 
and uncontrolled ventilation. 

The structure selected for this study was the south-faci2~ zone of a well-insulated mul
tizone building that has been thoroughly described elsewhere. The zone had dimensions of 3.66 
m wide x 9.14 m long x 2.44 m high (12 ft x 30 ft x 8 ft). The only significant thermal mass in 
the building was contained in the concrete floor slab. A two-dimensional cross-sectional view 
of the zone is shown in Fig. 3. The figure also shows that the four major surfaces of the zone 
were each divided into three equal subsurfaces to allow for a detailed study of the variation of 
convection coefficients on the zone surfaces. 

Simulations were performed for several different external weather conditions; the results 
for one specific design day are presented and discussed below. The design day chosen is 
representative of a clear, cold winter day (-17.8°C [0°F]) in Albuquerque, NM. Building 
loads were calculated by BLAST with respect to a 20°C (68°F) interior setpoint temperature. 
Infiltration losses were assumed to be zero. 

The capability of the convection program to model heat sources (sinks) enabled it to dupli
cate the necessary heating (cooling) to maintain the interior air temperature at the designated 
setpoint. The modeling of heating (cooling) was accomplished by heat sources (sinks) of 
appropriate magnitude distributed uniformly throughout the interior of the zone, excluding the 
regions close to the zone boundaries. 

BLAST and the convection program were used together in the following iterative procedure, 
described in detail in Ref. 20. 

1. A BLAST design day simulation generated hourly distributions of temperatures of the subsur
faces defining the zone boundary. 

2. Three hours were chosen for further analysis of convection: one hour at midday when the 
zone is in the solar gain mode; one hour in the evening when no solar gains are present but 
thennal mass effects help ·to maintain comfort conditions in the zone; and one hour in the 
early morning when the zone is in the loss mode. 

3. For each hour, the individual subsurface temperatures calculated by BLAST were input to the 
two-dimensional convection program. 

4. The convection program simulated the details of the convection process and calculated 
natural convective heat-transfer coefficients for each subsurface. 

5. These convection coefficients were then 1nput to BLAST, and the design-day analysis was 
repeated in order to obtain new subsurface temperatures. 
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6. These temperatures were again used as input to the convection program, and the entire ·pro
cedure was iterated until self-consistent results were obtained. 

- -··T-he ·results-·of the-detailed-eon'tect-ion analysis for 6:00 a.m. (loss mode) are summarized in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The surface temperatures and convection coefficients obtained both with and 
without the iterative procedure using the convection program are shown in these figures. The 
numbers in parentheses represent the results of the original BLAST design-day simulation, which 
used standard assumed values for convection coefficients.* 

The recalculated convection coefficients are seen to be substantially different from their 
standard assumed values for most of the surfaces. The cold downdraft of air, after losing heat 
through the window, moves past the lower subsurface of the south wall and across the floor, 
extracting heat from these surfaces. Since the average room air temperature (20°C) is wanner 
than the temperature of the lower south wall (15.1°C), the heat-transfer coefficient (defined 
with respect to the average temperature of the room air) at this surface is negative. This is 
the only surface in the room for which ~Tsa and the surface heat flux are in opposite direc
tions. The air current is warmed as it moves across the floor and extracts less and less heat 
from successive floor subsurfaces. As a re~ult, the conv2ctive heat-transfer coefficients on 
·the floor are seen to decrease from 3.4 W/m °C to 0.8 W/m °C. 

In order to calculate the effect of the recalculated convection coefficient values on BLAST 
predictions of building loads, the BLAST design-day simulation was rerun. In this simulation, 
the standard assumed convection coefficient values for three eight-hour periods, surrounding the 
three typical hours described above, were replaced with the recalculated convection coefficients 
for those three hours. 

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the BLAST-predicted thermal load profiles for the zone under 
study for three design-day simulations: the first using standard assumed convection coeffi
cients, the second using ASHRAE temperature dependent laminar convection coefficients, the third 
using the recalculated convection coefficients. The small dip at hour 1, in the recalculated 
load profile, has been caused by the discontinuity in the convection coefficients at transition 
from one eight-hour period to the next. The recalculated zone heating and cooling loads are, 
respectively, 53% and 39% lower than the loads calculated using standard convection coefficient 
values; they are, respectively, 47% and 29% lower than the loads calculated using temperature
dependent convection coefficients. Again, it is noted that infiltration losses were assumed to 
be zero in the load calculation, thus somewhat exaggerating the sensitivity of the load to the 
convection coefficients. In spite of this, the influence of the convection coefficients on 
thermal load is significant. · 

The simulations for this study were performed for a direct gain solar structure, but in 
light of the large differences observed during the nighttime heat-loss period, the results have 
relevance to conventional building designs as well. As seen in Fig. 3, during the nighttime 
(heat-loss) period, with the exception of the window, surface-to-surface temperature differences 
are quite small, a characteristic that is typical of al 1 nonsolar (conventional) buildings. 

Interzone Coupling 

The rate of heat-transfer between thermal zones# in a building due to natural convection of 
air through the connecting doorway(s) or opening(s) can be described in tenns of a convection 
coefficient. This heat-transfer process often will not involve forced convection • .. The value of 
the convective interzone coupling coefficient (h· ) depends on the convection processes taking 
place in the individual zones, an appropriately deftned interzone temperature difference (~Tjz), 
and the shape, size, and location of the connecting opening. In this case, one has the equation 

(3) 

*Derived from Tab. 1, Page 23.12, ASHRAE Handbook--1981 Fundamentals Volume. ~ 

#A thermal zone is defined as a room or a collection of adjoining rooms in a building within 
which the air temperature (or comfort conditions) can be assumed to be constant to an adequate 
approximation. 
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where 

A represents the area of the connecting opening. 
- - - - ·-

Natural and/or -fcl'rced-·convectfon _b_etWE!en .. zone~f -;s -a largely unquantified treat-transfer 
mechanism . __ i_n ___ l:>_uildings. Although a few expe"iments have been performed in studies of contam-
inant migration, this work has not led to even a gross ability to predict the influence of con
vective coupling on variability of comfort conditions in a building or on energy consumption. 
Recent experimental work has been undertaken to begin obtaining an improved understanding and 
quantification of these processes. 

In 1980, Weber completed an experimental study of
1
oatural convection in a two-zone, small

scale enclosure at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. 4 The three-dimensional experimental con
figuration, representing a doorwa12s2~arating two rooms, is shown in Fig. 6. As in the experi
ments of Bauman and Nansteel, ' the natural convective motion of the fluid was induced by 
supplying heat to one vertical wall in the warm zone and removing heat from the opposite verti
cal wall in the cool zone. The remaining surfaces of the two-zone enclosure were insulated, 
although not perfectly (heat losses were estimated by Weber to be on the order of 25%). The 
flow was three-dimensional, and interzone temperature differences were measured to characterize 
the heat-transfer rate fran the hot wall, through the central aperture, to the cold wall. Freon 
12 gas (Pr= 0.77) was used as the working fluid in order to improve the quality of the simili
tude modeling of air {Pr= 0.7) in a full-scale room. 

As a result of these measurements, Weber presented interzone natural convective heat
transfer coefficients for the specific geometric configurations under study. Weber also com
pared his results with two previous important experimental investigations, as well as 3~i~~ his 
subsequent measurements in full-scale buildings, and obtained reasonable agreement

14 
3

2 
The 

correlation from Weber's experiments can be rewritten in the general form (SI units): • 

( 4) 

where 

hiz is the interzone convection coefficient for air at room temperature, Ha is the central aper
ture height, and ~Taa is the interzone air temperature difference (Th - Tc)· C is a dimension
less constant depending on the central aperture geometry and ranges in ya1ue from 0.65 to 1.0. 
Weber used a value of H = 2.44 m (8 ft) in arriving at his correlation. The accuracy of Eq. 4 
for other values of H is not known to the authors. 

Nansteel and Greif also report an interzone convection experiment using water as the work
; ng fluid that represents a simplified (z~o-dimensional) approach to the problem of natural con
vection between two zones in a building. A well-insulated two-dimensional partition, extending 
the entire horizontal depth of the enclosure, is lowered fran the ceiling at the midpoint 
between the two vertical walls to create the two zones (see Fig. 7). For interzone convection 
driven by a warm wall maintained at a constant temperature, Fig. 7, based on flow visualiza
tions, shows that the central partition effectively eliminates the upper portion of the warmer 
zone fran any strong convective coupling with other regions of the enclosure. This feature is 
expected to change if the warm wall is heated with a uniform heat flux. Fig. 8 presents the 
heat-transfer data (adjusted to represent air), including for comparison the results of the 
single-zone (no partition) experiment described earlier. The results clearly demonstrate that 
decreasing the central aperture height will, as expected, produce a corresponding decrease in 
the amount of heat-transfer across the enclosure. This trend has important implications in the 
use and design of transoms over doorways in buildings. 

An overall correlation for these experimental data has the following form for air at room 
temperature in similar two-zone configurations (SI units): 

For purposes of comparison with Eq. 2, ~T above is defined in the same way as ~Tsa was earlier 
(i.e., ~T = (Th - Tc)/2). For the two-zone configuration (Fig. 7), ~T does not equal the 

*See earlier footnote associated with Eq. 2. 
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surface-to-air temperature difference. Since the horizontal temperature gradients were 
extremely small across the central aperture, ~Taa was not measured in the above experiment. 
Note that for the limiting case of the single zone (Ha= H), Eq. 5 reduces to Eq. 2; for this 
configuration, hiz and hsa have th:_same meaning, a~-d~Li_T and LiTsa· ___ - - -·-- --··· 

It should be pointed out that the measurement of the average zone temperature (as in Ref. 
14) is experimentally much more difficult than the measurement-or ·tne- average temperature of an 
enclosure surface, which is being maintained at a very nearly constant temperature (as in. 
Refs. 14 and 21,22). The zone temperature measurement involves the use of a large array of tem
perature sensors that may disturb the local flow fields and whose outputs can be affected by 
local conduction and convection (and possibly radiation); addi t ionally, the outputs must be 
averaged according to some appropriate volume-weighting scheme. However, even the more sophis
ticated building energy analysis computer programs base zone energy balance calculations on a 
single average zone air temperature, while a surface-temperature-dependent zone coupling algo
rithm appears most compatible with existing experimental techniques. Alternatively, numerical 
simulations of interzone coupling, with a validated computer program, could be used in conjunc
tion with experimental data to produce an interzone coupling algorithm based on the difference 
in zone air temperatures. 

Recently, a series of additional experiments was completed at LBL extending the investiga
tions reported in Ref. 21 to the three-dimensional problem of a door-shaped opening. The 

_ apparatus used was again identical to the one described earlier, with the exception that a com
plete partition, extending all the way to the floor and having a door-shaped openi ng, was placed 
between the heated and cooled walls (Fig. 9). In this experiment the heat-transfer results were 
measured in terms of the temperature difference between the two opposite end walls (Th - Tc = 
2LiT). 

Although Weber reported all of his results in terms of interzone temperature differences, 
he also monitored the two vertical end wall temperatures (Th, Tc)·* This allows his results to 
be compared with those from the LBL experiments. 

The heat-transfer results from the recent experiments at LBL and Weber are shown together 
in Fig. 10. In order to make a meaningful comparison, all data have been adjusted in the manner 
described earlier to represent air and are presented in terms of AT. Considering the number of 
not ab 1 e differences between the two experiments (working fluid, heat 1 osses from the apparatus, 
geometry), it is significant to find agreement to within 12% for the data points that simulate 
doorways extending to the ceiling (A = Ha/H = 1.0). As the central opening height is reduced 
t o a value representative of standard Boorway geometries (A0 = 0.75), LBL results exhibit the 
expected reduction in heat transfer, although the net change is small (61). Weber's measure
ments for A = 0.82, however, indicated an opposite effect, an i ncrease in heat-transfer rate.# 
This count~rintuitive trend may result from the methodology used to calculate the heat losses 
from the apparatus; the true heat-loss values for the experiment may have been underestimated, 
resulting in an overestimation of the convective heat-transfer through the doorway. This would 
ex plain both the higher heat-transfer values reported by Weber and the reversed relationship 
between the opening height and the heat-transfer rate at AP = 0.82. 

The interzone heat-transfer data from the LBL three-dimensional experiment was correlated 
as follows (SI units): 

(_6}** 

Note that Eq. 6 exhibits· a different functional depe-ndence of hi on AT compar~d with the 
dependence of hiz in Eq. 4. The authors feel, however, that extracting a relationship between 
LiTaa and LiT by equating Eqs. 4 and 6 is not warranted at this time due to the sparseness of the 
data and differences in the experimental boundary conditions. 

The interzone heat-transfer through a dooq-shaped opening (Figs., 9 and 10) has been 

*These data were obtained by personal communication wiih Dennis Weber, Department of Physics, 
Clark County Community College, Las \legas, Nevada. 

*weber also made measurements at two other values of A (0.46 and 0.59). For A,., = 0.82, 0.59, 
and 0.46 his results demonstrated the expected reduct~on in hea~~transfer witn decreasing AP. j,: .• : 

**See earlier footnote associated with Eq. 2 
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compared with the interzone heat-transfer through an opening of the same height but extending 
across the entire width of the enclosure (Figs. 7 and 8). The data for A = 1.0 and A = 0.75 
in Fig. 11 indicate the surprising result that, for the same boundary condi£ions, the coRvective 
heat-transfer rate through a standard doorway is almost identical to the heat-transfer rate when 

-- ·- _t_he_gpe_ning extends across t_he width of the enclosure; less than 31. reduction_i.n heat-transfer 
is seen at A = 1.0, and virtually no change is seen for A = 0.75. Clearly, increased air 
velocities throBgh the doorway are tending to balance the smallgr aperture area available for 
convection. Also, note that the similar heat-transfer rates shown in Fig. 11 are based -on--Al; 
this relationship is not expected to hold if the heat-transfer rates are based on ATaa• 

Natural Ventilation 

Natural ventilation refers to the exchange of air between the building and its environment 
through architecturally designed openings (windows, vents, doorways). It is generally dis
tinguished from infiltration, which is the uncontrolled movement of air through cracks and other 
small openings in the building shell. Natural ventilation and infiltration are important to the 
indoor enviroranent in terms· of human comfort, air quality, and heat removal. Both infiltration 
and natural ventilation are driven by a combination of the external wind conditions and the 
building thermal stack effect. 

Infiltration in build~~gs recently has been experimentally investigated by Sherman, 
Grimsrud, Condon, and Smith (see Ref. 34 for a complete bibliography). Chandra and Fairey, at 

~ the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), are presently carrying out experimenta 1 studies in 
natur1S ventilation and have recently published a thoroughly annotated bibliography on the sub
ject. In conjunction with the FSEC experiments, a turbulence model has been developed and is 
being added to the numerical convection computer program described earlier. The resulting pro
gram will predict forced and natural turbulent convective effects in buildings. 

The capability of the convection program to simulate wind-driven natural ventilation is 
demonstrated by considering laminar wind tunnel experiments carried out with a model of a square 
room with an internal partition and windows in opposite walls. The experimental work was car
ried out by Givoni, who investigated the3~nterna1 flow patterns using smoke tracing and velocity 
measurements for several configurations. The convection program was used to simulate the flow 
in two of these configurations. The internal flow fields predicted by the convection program 
are compared with those observed by Givoni in Figs. 12 and 13; the qualitative agreement is seen 
to be good. Each numerical simulation produces a large amount of information about the internal 
flow fields (e.g., air-exchange rate at any location, air-temperature distribution, surface 
heat-transfer coefficients). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical convection computer program has been described that can be used to analyze natural 
and forced convection in buildings, pollutant migration, and heat removal by natural ventila
tion. The program can also predict convection coefficients for various flow configurations. 
These capabilities can be used for producing general algorithms for convective heat transfer in 
buildings. 

The convection coefficients presently recommended by ASHRAE are internally inconsistent and 
in disagreement with recent research results. In particular, the transition to turbulence for 
convection in enclosures occurs at a Rayleigh number about one order of magnitude larger than is 
generally accepted. This means that a laminar flow correlation is applicable to a much wider 
range of Rayleigh numbers than previously recognized. More accurate correlations for convection 
coefficients are needed because they have a significant impact on predictions of building energy 
consumption. 

Full-scale and small-scale experiments investigating interzone coupling show reasonable 
agreement. However, these results are necessarily of limited scope and therefore lack the 
needed generality upon which to base a meaningful descriptive algorithm. A comparison of Eqs. 
2, 4, 5, and 6 demonstrates that existing correlations for surface-to-air convection coeffi
cients can not adequately represent interzone convection coefficients. As sufficient research 
results become available, interzone convection coefficients should be consistently and meaning
fully defined, and accurate and general correlations should be developed. 

Although convection coefficient correlations, such as Eq. -2 above, and interzone coupling 
correlations, such as Eqs. 4, 5, and 6, are being derived, there is a danger of overestimating 
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their applicability to building energy calculations. One of the greatest limitations of the 
experiments discussed here is that they are based on a common boundary condition configuration 
typified by Fig. 7. There .;s a large number of other building configurations (e.g., wann 
floors, cold ceilings, multistory, etc.) that are potentially of great interest to the building 
sc..ientjst •. The extent to which .th.e .. existing-. correl-at-:ions .. can-be-e-.rtrapolated to these- ·other 
configurations is unknown. These and other configurations could be examined in experiments of 
the. type ~eport~c!- Jn_Refs. 14,21, and 22, but a well-done experiment requires a large amount of 
time, money, and equipment. Further, it is unrealistic to assume that all configurations of 
interest can be fully examined by experiment alone. Comprehensive building convection research 
should therefore include a detailed convection computer program that has been validated against 
a few carefully selected experiments. Such a program will not only allow a research effort to 
cover a much wider range of building configurations in a much shorter time and at less expense 
but will also be useful in identifying specific areas that are most suitable for experimental 
investigation. 

In summary, most of the past research in natural convect ion has been oriented toward prac
tical applications other than heat-transfer in buildings. While the convection problem as it 
relates to .building thermal perfonnance clearly has not been solved in its entirety, research 
during the past few years has significantly advanced understanding of convection processes and 
has developed tools that will allow a vastly improved degree of quantification in the near 
future. 

Future Research Recommendations 

Both experimental research and computer modeling efforts are needed to improve the under
standing of convective heat-transfer processes in buildings. The select ion and definition of 
research problems should address the requirements of current building energy analysis tech
niques. 

Computer analysis should play a larger role in future research. Among the applications 
that should be performed in the immediate future are: 

-- Examination of convection in a single-zone enclosure for a variety of boundary conditions 
in order to test the generality of Eq. 2 or to provide a data base from which a more gen
eral correlation for surface convection coefficients might be based. 

-- Examination of a wider variety of two-zone configurations and boundary condition combina
tions in order to test the generality of Eqs. 4, 5, and 6 and/or to provide a data base 
for a more general correlation for zone coupling. 

-- Validation of the analysis for velocity-driven flow and examination of natural and forced 
convection air-exchange rates in a building and the effect of ventilation on interzone 
coupling and surface convection heat-transfer. 

Additional experimental work is also needed before reliable convection process characteri
zations can be made available to the building energy analyst: 

-- Examination of zone coupling for vertical (multistory) configurations. 

-- Examination of single- and multizone configurations where dramatically different convec-
tive flow conditions can be expected in comparison to that depicted .in Fig. 7. For exam- · -· 
ple, a two-zone configuration with a warm floor and cool surfaces at both· end walls would 
be typical of many building situations. 

Examination of mixed convection arising from the interaction of wind- and stack-driven 
infiltration and natural convection. 

•• 
The combination of a few high-quality laboratory experiments supplemented by the results of 

analysis can, in the near future, place the understanding of convection processes in buildings 
on an equal footing with the understanding of·conductive and radiative pro~esses. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A aspect ratio, = H/L 

aperture height ratio, · =· H iH a 

enclosure breadth 

g acceleration due to gravity· 

H enclosure height 

Ha height of central aperture 

h convection coefficient 

hiz interzone convection coefficient 

hsa surface-to-air convection coefficient 

k thermal conductivity 

L enclosure length 

NuH Nusselt number, = hH/k 

Pr 

a 

a 
~T 

Prandtl number, = v/a 

Rayleigh number, = gS~TH 3 Pr/v 2 

average cold wall temperature 

average hot wall temperature 

average cold zone air temperature 

average hot zone air temperature 

thermal diffusivity 

coefficient of thermal expansion 

= (Th - T c)/2 

= f -f h c 
surface-to-air temperature difference 

kinematic viscosity 
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Tair == 21.1°C 

H- =2.7 rri -

- L-= 5.4 m--

Method of calculation 

ASH RAE constant convection 
coefficient (h

58 
= 3.08 W/m2·°C) 

LBL correlations, h
58 

= 2.03 (A T
58

/H )0.22 

ASH RAE temperature dependent convection 
coefficient (turbulent flow; h

58 
= 1.31 (AT

58
)0.33 ) 

ASHRAE temperature dependent convection 
coefficient (laminar flow; h

58 
= 1.42 (AT

58
/H)0.2S) 

TABLE 1 

Convective heat transfer 
from hot wall to air 

o, = 23.3 w 

Q2 =15.5W 

03=14.0 w 

04 = 10.8 w 

Comparison of Natural Convection Surface-to-Air Heat Transfer Coefficients 
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Wall boundary layers 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of single enclosure 
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DISCUSSION 

J. Mitchell, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison: These results are important in providing a basic 
understanding of the convective processes. In buildings, there are effects due to people, 
movement, door openings, etc. Wh<~t would you estimate to be the effect of these factors on the 
convection coefficients? 

F. Bauman: It is true that transient factors such as the movement of people, door and window 
openings, ets. will cause disturbances to the convective flow pattern in real buildings and 
must be taken into account if possible. While it is extremely difficult to predict the specific 
effects of these phenomena involving random and irregular disturbances, it is possible to make 
a few generalizations. regarding their impact. 

In all probability, the flow field in the building will be disrupted only within a 
localized area. As a consequence, the disturbance may, in fact, have very little effect on 
convection coefficients of any significance, especially if the disturbance is far removed from 
the major heat transfer surfaces in the building. 

The frequency and duration of some disturbances that directly affect convection coeffi
cients, when compared with the time frame (day, month, year) of most building energy calculations 
of interest, will be quite insignificant in most cases. Within a few minutes after the 
disturbance, the airflow will assume its appropria~e steady-state pattern. For these reasons, 
too, it may be reasonable to neglect ·transient effects in these instances. 

Certainly, not all flow disturbances can be neatly categorized as described above. In 
some· cases, an important heat transfer surface may be directly affected for an extended period 
of time. In situations involving higher air speeds and turbulent jets, as in wind, fan, or 
stack-driven ventilation, air distrubance effects will be larger. Clearly this is an area in 
which more work is needed in order to improve our understanding of convective heat transfer in 
buildings under such conditions. 
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